Visual observation of infrared laser speckle patterns at half their fundamental wavelength.
In the course of work aimed to examine second harmonic generation in biological macromolecules, it was discovered that 1064 nm pulsed nanosecond infrared laser radiation, after scattering on the optically rough sample surface, was perceived as double the fundamental frequency green speckle pattern by the unaided eye. The threshold of this arresting phenomenon was found to be around 60 mJ/cm2 on hyaluronic acid potassium salt in dark ambient conditions. This effect is of a second order non-linear nature. After experiments with nearsighted, farsighted and normal vision observers in combination with second harmonic generation experiments on various lamb eye tissues, the effect was mainly attributed to second harmonic generation in the cornea arising from phase interference of the incident infrared radiation. The current work could possibly have implications in the fields of speckle interferometry and biomedicine.